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' EXECUTIVE SUMMARY L

A new hardware/software system has been implemented using the existing

three-regions-of.interest method for determining the concentration of Z_Ra in soil

samples for the Pollutant Assessment Group of the Oak Ridge National Labora..

tory. Consisting of a personal computer containing a multichannel analyzer, the

system utilizes a new program combining the multichannel analyzer with a program

analyzing gamma-radiationspectra for Z_Ra concentrations. This program uses a

menu interface to minimize and simplifythe tasks of system operation.

X



I.INTRODUCTION

lt

m

The Pollutant Assessments Group of Oak Ridge National Laboratory in

Grand Junction, Colorado, has been involved for several years in the assessment of

the contamination of properties from uranium mill tailings as part of the Uranium

Mill Tailings Remedial Action program. At the beginning of this project, a system

for rapidly estimating the concentration of Z_Ra in soil samples was needed. To

accomplish this, gamma radiation detectors and a stand-alone multichannel

analyzer (MCA) were interfaced to a personal computer. The computer received

gamma radiation energy spectra from the MCA, calculated the estimated concen-

trations of the Z_SRa,stored the energy spectra data onto a floppy disk, and

transferred the results to a data base.

A new soil analysis program has been written that removes the need for

separate MCA and computer hardware and simplifies operato r interface with the

. analysis process. The integrated MCA/gamma analysis program combines an MCA

with a gamma analysis program into a single computer program. 'lhc program is

written specifically to take a gamma energy spectrum from the MCA and, by

comparing the sample spectrum to spectra of reference standard materials,

determine the concentration of Z_Ra based on the weight of the sample. A system

of menus guides the operator through the steps necessary to calibrate and maintain

the system, as well as to analyze the actual samples.

The MCA hardware, a plug-in computer board, is part of the personal

computer on which the program runs. This configuration is an improvement in

terms of simplicity and reliability over systems that connect a separate MCA to the

computer with communication lines. Furthermore, the program itself is an

improvement over other systems that have one program to control the MCA and

another to atlalyze the spectra. With the MCA/gamma analysis integrated

program, thee programs are combined for ease and efficiency of operation.

*Researchspons3rcdbyU.S.DepartmentofEnergy,undercontractDE_AC05-84OR-
. 21400 with M_rtin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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The programwas developed for two majorreasons:

1. To make use of newer, more reliable MCA hardware available as

computer plug-in boards. The gamma analysis system being used by

ORNL-PAG had become unreliable due to equipment failure.

2. To streamline and simplify the manual processes required for collecting

and analyzinggamma spectra. The old system required the operator to

control an MCA and a computer for analyzing and saving the spectra

on computer disks and to coordinate data communication between the

two.

2. SYSTEM DESCRII_ON

2.1 HARDWARE

The soil analysis system consists of three r._ajorhardware subsystems: 1) the

gamma radiation detectors and signal amplifiers, 2) the Digital Multiplexer Router

(DMR-IIn_), and 3) the computer and associated hardware.

2.1.10amma Dc_ and Amplifiers

The system uses three 9-inch thallium-doped sodium iodide [NaI(TI)] crystal

detectors homed in lead-shielded "pig" type containers. Each of these detectors is

attached to an EG&G ORTEC'e model _13 preamplifier. The output from each

of these preamplifiers is attached via shielded cable to the input of a Tennelec

model TC240 shaping amplifier.
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Z1.2 The DMR.._m
t

The DMR-II TM is a Digital Multiplexer Router Acquisition System made up of

the followhsg components:

DMR-IITM Unit:

The DMR-IIm Unit (model DMRm-108) accepts input from up to 8 shaping

amplifiers and multiplexes them to a single Personal Computer Analyzer

(PCA-IIm) card. The PCAql TM card provides storage of the _,a3untdata in

8 memory input groups (the number of memory groups on the PCA-IIm

board is programmable).

PCA.IIm MCA Card:

The PCA-IIm, an MCA card designed for installation in IBMe,compatible

personal computers, contains a 100 MHz Wilkinson analog to digital

• Converter (ADC) and 8192 channels of count memory (each channel can

count up to 16,777,215). The channel conversion gain can be set from 256 to

" 8192 channels in binary increments. The memory counters can be

programmed to count up (add mode) or count down (subtract mode). Two

modes are available: pulse height analysis (PHA) or multichannel scaling

(MCS).

DMR-II TM Timer Card:

The DMR.IIm Timer Control Ik_ardconnects to the DMR.IIm unit and is

installed next to the PCA-Hre card in the computer. This board allows each

input to be programmed with an independent preset collection time.

2.13 Computer and Auoeiat_

" An IBMO Personal Computer AT (or compatible) must be used with this

system. The DMRm hardwareand the analysis program were designed to operateN

on this type of computer. Computer requirements are: a floppy disk drive
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installed asdevice A:,a fixed hard disk drive, and access to a printer. Our system

is connected directly to a Texas InstrumentsTM model 855 printer and oas access to

a Hewlett-PackardOLaserJetO-Hprinter on a local area network.,
,j

The ORTECO preamplifiers are mounted on tile pigs themselves. The

TC240 amplifiers and the DMRm 108 multiplexer units are ali housed in a

standard NIM bin. The PCA-IIm and DMR-H TM timer cards ate instaUedin the

expansion slots of the computer. Figure 1 diagrams the interface of the hardware

components.

22 SOFTWARE

A stand-alone program that runs on the DOS operating systems, the program

was developed using the BorlandOC+ + development system. Source code

consists of 17 files: flve C header files, eleven C source-code files, and one

assembly language source-code file. See Appendix A for complete listings of these

files.

oJm prognm

The major function of the program is to analyze a gamma radiationspectrum

collected from a soil sample and estimate the concentration of _Ra in the sample.

The program also estimates the concentrations of two other elements used to

calibrate the system: _K and 23>I'h.The program specifications for the gamma

analysis can be found in the C source-code file named ANALYZE.C.

In the program, a gamma spectrum is stored as an array of 512 numbers

(numbered 0 to 511), each number representing one channel of the gamma

spectrum. A channel refers to the count of gamma rays detected by the NaI(TI)

crystal at a particularenergy level. Each channel represents 6 KeV in the gamma

energy spectrum. The KRT method of analysis (which stands for potassium,

radium, thorium) uses three regions of interest (ROIs) from the gamma spectrum,

one region characteristic of each of the three reference elements. An ROI is the
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sum of the counts from a series of channels. Beginning and ending channel

numbers for each of the three ROIs are defined in the file SOIL.H.

The program function named "Sample"controls the collection and analysis of
q

gammaspectra (see Fig. 2). Before the sample menu can be reached, a reference

file must be loaded (descn'bed below), The sample analysisprocess proceeds as

foUows:

1. The operator chooses the "Start"option from the sample menu. The

program accepts from the operator, via the keyboard, the sample weight

and number of days the s_iple has been in the container, l'he program

then resets ali channels to zero, triggers the PCAm hardware to collect

counts, and starts a timer.

2. While the hardware is acquiring counts, the operator may choose the

"View"option from the sample menu to view the spectrum as it is

collected on the custom MCA screen. If the operator alters the

spectrum in any way during its collection, the program notes that the

spectrum is invalid and will not perform any analysis of it.

3. When the timer reaches 300 qive" seconds, counting by the PCAn*

hardware is halted. If the operator has not modified the spectrum in

any way, the program executes the function "Update..Samp', which sums

the counts from the three ROls, subtracts the reference background

counts, and puts the results into the matrixSAMP. The program notes

that the spectrum may now be analyzed.

4. The operator may now choose the "Analyze" option from the sample

menu at which time the program executes the function "Calc..Conc" to

analyze the sample. The following sequence of steps outlines the

Calc Conc function: _ "m
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A. ' Calculation of the concentration estimation

The concentration is estimated using the KI_,Tthree ROI method,

fully described in Appendix B. The many matrixoperatiom used in

this function are documented in Appendix C, and the code

specificatiom of these operatiom are contained in the file

MA'IRIX.C.

1) The inverse of the reference matrix (REF) is put into

matrix INV.

2) The proportionalityconstant matrix (CON) is multiplied by

INV, and the result is put into matrix PROINV.

3) PROINV is multiplied by matrix SAMP, and the result is

put into matrixRESULT.

4) RESULT is scaled by the reciprocal of the sample weight

and the acquisition time. Any element of RESULT that is

negative is clipped at zero.

5) To adjust for radon ingrowth, RESULT is scaled by a factor

from a table based on the number of days the sample has

been in the container.

6) Decision limits are calculated and placed into matrix LC.

7) Detection limits are calculated and placed into matrix LD.

8) PROINV is multiplied by LD, and the result is placed in the

minimal detectable activity matrix MDA.

9) MDA is scaled by the reciprocal of the sample weight and

_,_ _cquisition time.

10) Each element in the RESULT matrix is compared to the

corresponding element in the MDA matrix. If any element

of RESULT is less than the element in MDA, the

concentration estimate corresponding to that
is

element of the array is flagged as being below minimal

detectable activity levels.
lt

=
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B. Calculation of the error estimation

• The error file (ERFR,E), the contents of which are outlined in

Appendix D, is opened for reading. For each of the three analytes,
ts

the following steps are performed:

1) The first line of the error file is positioned to be read.

2) A line is read from the enor file. This line contains the pig

number, the analyte number, the maximum and minimum

concentrations, the error type, and the error amount.

3) ff the pig number matches the input that thi_ sample was

collected from, continue; otherwise, skip to step 8.

4) If the analyte number matches the current allalyte whose

error estimate is being calculated, continue; otherwise, skip

to step 8.

5) ff the concentration estimation falls within the range of

- minimumand maximumconcentrations continue; otherw_,

skip to step 8.

" 6) If the error type is "rf', then the error is a constant, and the

error amount is the error estimation for this analyte. If the

error type is "P", then the error amount is a proportion, and

the concentration estimate is multiplied by the error amount

to determine the error estimate°

7) Repeat steps 1 through 6 for the next analyte. The process

is complete when each of the three analytes has an error

estimate,

8) Position error file to read the next line and go back to step

2 until the end of the file is reached. If the end of the file

is reached before a match is made, an error message is

displayed, and the Caic_Conc function is aborted.
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C. Display and confirmatior_of results
* Q

1) Ali concentration and error estimates are rounded off to
u

three significant digits.

2) The concentration estimate, minimum detectable activity

flag, and error estimate are printed m the screen for each

ofthe rthreeanalytes.

3) The operator then chocm_ whether or not to save the data.

If the opera_or clmmes not to save the data, the "Analyze"

routine is complete. ,

4) The operator chooses which of two files (TEMPDB.DAT or

TEMPDB.BAD, described below) will receive the results of

the analysis.

D. Saving the gammaspectrum and the analysis results
o

1) This program gives each gamma spectrum saved to disk a

unique name. The naming convention is described in detail

in Appendix E. Each time a new spectrum is named, the

last spectrum file extension (consisting of three letters) is

retrieved from the file named LA'1_T.

2) Once the gamma epectrum name is determined, the

extension name is incremented and written back to the

LATEST file.

3) The analysis results are printed on a single line at the

attached printer.

4) The gamma spectrum is written to floppy disk (drive A:)

ruing the file name created above. This gamma spectrum

fde conforms to the standards used by Nucleus, Inc., the
s_

supplier of the PCATM and DMRm hardware. The C

language format of these files is defined in the header file
.s

DMR.H. The format of these files is further described in



Appendix D.
,m

5) The analysis results are written to the file TEMPDB.DAT

or TEMPDB.BAD, whichever is chosen by the operator.m

See Appendix D for the contents of these files. Used tot

store analysis results until they can be transferred to a data

base for permanent Storage, these files are BASIC-

compatib_ ASCII text files that can be retrieved by a

number of software products. For our purposes the results

are imported from three files into a KnowledgeManO data

base.

6) The name of the spectrum is saved in computer memory to

be displayed on the custom MCA screen. The spectrum

name is also displayed as the last step of the Calc_Conc

function.

- A procedure for sample analysisis outlined in Appendix O.

" 2.2.2Customgeltt:haal Aaalya

The second portion of the program is the custom MCA. The program

specifications that comprise the MCA are found in the C source-code file

VIE%SPEC.C. The controlling function Wiew_Spec", oversees setting up the

graphics mode, drawing the screen, displaying the spectrum in real time, and

interpreting user commands for manipulating the screen.

View_Spec uses the 640 × 350 pixel screen mode of enhanced graphics

adapter (EGA) or virtual graphics array(VGA) hardware. The routines for

controlling and writing data to the screen are provided in a run-time librarycalled

EGAVGA.BGI from Borland International, Inc.

The program stores three separate gamma energy spectra, one for each input

pig. The PCAm and DMRm hardwareallow up to eight independent inputs to be

used. The custom MCA allows the user to view and manipulate any one of them

three gamma energy spectra. Since the settings for each spectrum are stored
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separately from the other two, each individual spectrum may be manipulated

independently.

The MCA screen displays many important attributes of the gamma spectrum,

as well as prompting for commands (see Fig. 3). The important areas of the

f_'c_n are:

1. INPUT #: displays the number of the spectrum being viewed.

2. Spectrum box: displaysthe gamma energy spectrum. Each pixel

left to right indicates a separate channel Pixels up and down

indicate how many counts have been collected in each channel,

Also displayed is the cursor, a vertical line marking an individual

channel. Channels in a region of interest are displayed in a color

different from the rest of the channels.

3. Function key prompts:

a. FI: START/STOP to display whether hardwareis acquiring

count data or not, and prompt to show which will occur if

the FI key is pressed.

b. F2: CLEAR prompt to zero the spectrum.

c. F3: ROI BEGIN prompt to set the first channel of a

region of interest.

d. F4: ROI END prompt to set the last channel of a region of

interest.

e. F5: PREV ROI prompt to make the previous ROI the

current ROL

f. F6: NEXT ROI prompt to make the next ROI the current

ROI.

g. FT:CLR ROIs prompt to remove ali regions of interest,

h. F8: DOT/FTLL prompt to show whether spectrum box is in

DOT or FILL mode and prompt to show which mode will

start if the F8 key is pressed.

i. ESC: EXIT prompt to exit the MCA screen, back to calling

menu.
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Note: pressing the F1 or F2 keys invalidates the spectrum for

analysis purposes.

N

4. CHANNEL: displays which channel (0-511) the cursor is on.

5. COUNTS: displays how many counts are in the channel under the

cursor.

6. LIVE TIME: displays the total llve time (in seconds) that the

current spectrum has collected count data.

Note: Live time refers to the elapsed time during which the

spectrum is collected _ the time during which the PCA

hardwarewas analyzingpulses and was, thus, not available to accept

another pulse.
.t

7. FILE NAME: d/splays the disk file name (if any) of the spectrum

being displayed.

8. VERTICAL SCALE: displays the vertical scaling factor of the

spectrum box. Vertical scaling refers to how many counts can be

represented in the vertical space of the spectrum box. A count of

zero ts always represented as a dot at the bottom of the spectrum

box. If the vertical scale is set to 256, then a dot at the top of the

spectrum box represents a count of 255. Counts that exceed this

value wrap around to the bottom of the screen. The vertical

scaling values are powers of 2: 256, 512, 1K, 2K, 4K, 8K, 16K,

32K, 64K, 128K, 512K, lM, 2M, 4M, 8M, and 16M, where K

represents a value of 1024, and M represents a value of 1048576.

Also available is a log scale that allows ali count values to be

represented in the box, with greater detail at lower counts. In this

mode, the spectrum box is composed of 6 zones from top to bottom
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(42 vertical pixels per zone),with each zone representing 16 times

as many counts as the Tone below it. In other words, the bottom

zone on the screen represents counts from 0 to 15, the next zonem

up represents counts from 16 to 255, the next zone up represents

counts from 256 to 4095, etc.

9. HORIZONTAL SCALE: displays I, 2, 4, or 8, indicating how

much horizontal stretching of the spectrum is being shown in the

spectrum box. A horizontal scaling factor of 1 means one channel

is displayed for each horizontal pixel in the spectrum box, a factor

of 2 means one channel is displayed for every two horizontal pixels

in the spectrum box, etc.

10. Three columns for each regions of interest:

a. BEG displays the first channel number in the region of

• interest.

b. END displays the last channel number in the region of

int_.,,rest.

c. SUM displays the sum of ali counts in the region of interest.

11. Current region of interest indicator (>): indicates which region of

interest is currently under the control of the F3 and F4 keys.

The operator interacts with the MCA entirely through the keyboard. The

keys used are the arrow keys, the page up and page down keys, the home and end

keys, the plus and minus keys, and the function keys. The details of the functions

are:

1. FI: manually starts and stops count collection in the energy spectrum

by taking the DMRm/PCA TMhardware in or out of acquire mode. The

. prompt displays what action will occur if the F1 key is pressed; for

example, if the prompt is STOP, the spectrum is currently collecting
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count data, and pressing F1 will stop the collection. Performing this
_t

function invalidates the spectrum for analysis pu_,

2. F2: zeros ali channels in the spectrum, erasing the spectrum. This
q

function does not stop the DMRm/PCA TMhardware from continuing to

acquire count data. Performing this function invalidates the spectrum

for analysis pu_.

3. F3: sets the cursor channel to be the first channel of the current RO1

(indicated by :_).

4. F4: sets the cursor channel to be the last channel of the current ROI

(indicated by >).

5. FS: changes the cunent ROI from 1 to 2, from2 to 3, from 3 to 1.

The current ROI t_ indicated by the > next to the ROI display.

6. F6: changes the current ROI from 3 to 2, from 2 to 1, from 1 to 3.

7. F7: removes ali ROb.

8. Fg_ changes spectrum box from DOT to FILL mode. In DOT mode,

the number of counts in a channel is indicated by a dot placed vertically

on the screen. In FILL mode, the number of counts in a channel is

indicated by a solid llne of color extending from the bottom up to where

the dot would be placed. The prompt displays which mode will start if

the F8 key is pressed; for example, if the prompt is FILL, the spectrum

is currentlybeing displayed in DOT mode, and pressing F8 v_illswitch to

FILL mode.

9. Esc: exits the MCA and returns to the point in the program where the

MCA was accessed.

10. Left and Right Arrow Keys: move the cursor left (down) and right (up)

one channel in the spectrum box.

11. PgDn and PgUp: move the cursor left (down) and right (up) sixteen

channels in the spectrum box.

12. Home: moves the cursor to the left side of the spectrum, the first

channel in the spectrum (channel 0).

13. End: moves the cunmr to the right side of the spectrum, the last

channel in the spectrum (channel 511).
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14. Up and Down Arrow Keys: decrease or increase the vertical scaling

" factor of the spectrum box.

15, Plus and Minus Keys: increase or decrease the horizontal scaling factor
es

of the spectrum box.

2.2.3 Support Features

The program has several other functions which support the two main

functions of collecting and analyzing gamma spectra.

2.2.3.1 Load/V_/Pr/nt Gamma Spectra,

By choosing _View Saved Spectra" from the main menu, the operator can

retrieve any Nucleus-compatible spectrum from disk. The operator chooses the

appropriate "Load"option from tile menu to load a spectrum from disk to replace

. any one of the three spectra stored in memory. T,1e operator may then use the

MCA screen to view the spectrum. (Any spectrum that is already in memory may

also be viewed). Analysis cannot be performed on spectra that are retrieved from

disk. "['heonly spectra that can be analyzed are those that are collected while in

the "Analyze" option of the program.

: Additionally, a spectrum that is in memory can be printed to paper using

either a Hewlett-Packarde Laser.letS II or III or a Texas Instrumentm model 855.

The code that performs the printing is contained in the file VIEWSPEC.C, along

with the MCA code. Examples of printed spectra are provided in Appendix F.

2.2.3.2 Energy Cah'bration

In order to ensure that the PCAm hardwareis storing gamma energy counts

in the proper channels, the operator must perform an energy calibration. The
4"

procedure for this calibration ls found in Appendix G. The Calibration Menu

. function aids in the energy calibration process by allowing the operator to start

collecting a spectrum and set the MCA cun_orand RO1 for a particular
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compound'senergyspectrumwithonlyone selection fromthe menu. The two

compoundssupportedbythisme_, 13vcsand _, are used for energycalibration

becauseof the largecharacteristicpeaks in theirgammaspectra. On the other

hand,a genericstart optionstartscollectinga spectrumwithoutsettingthe cursor

or highlightinganyregionof interest.

Fromthe Calibrationmenu,the operatorcan choose the "Smooth"option.

The Smoothoption averagescountsoveradjacentchannels,thuseliminatingthe

roughnesscausedby the scatteringeffect of the NaI(TI)detectors. A smoothed

gammaenergyspectrum showsits peaks more distinctly,allowingthe operatorto

moreeasilyalign those peaksto the properchannel°

2.2.3.3 Rcf_'en_ Cah'bration

At the heartof the thrce'ROI methodof estimatingthe concentrationof

radionuclidesis the comparisonof two ratios: the ratioof counts (measured

nucleardecayevents) in the sampleto the amountof samplemateri_!and tb_

ratioof counts to a knownamountof the radionuclide.The threc.T_.OImethod

uses three differentradionuclidesin knownamounts (referredto as reference

materials)and the countsfrom the samethree ROts in each of them to estab_h

these count-to-amountratios.

The referencecalibrationfunctionis the processof collectinggammaspectra

fromeach of the three reference materials,summingthe counts fromthe ROts,

and storingthese counts,alongwiththe associatedamountsof the radionuclides,

in a file ca,cd the referencefile The referencefile is an ASCIItext file whose

format is specifiedin AppendixD. Calibrationis normallyperformedonce per

quarterunlesschangesin equipmentoccur. A complete descriptionof the

proceduremay be foundin AppendixO. A referencefile mustbe loaded into the

computer'smemory (eitherby buildinga new referencefile or byloadinganold

referencefile fromdisk)before analysisofa samplecanbe performed.

To loadan old reference file, the operatormay choose to load the most

recent referencefile or to manuallytype in the name of a desired referencefile.

Loadinga referencefile into memoryconsistsof opening the ASCIItext file and
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reading the numbers it contains into three matrices (represented in the progrmn by

" three variable arrays):REF, CON, and BKG. Each of these matrices is actually am

arrayof three matrices, one for each of the three inputs. REF is a 3 x :3mau_xQ

that contains the counts in each of the three regiom of interest for eacl_tof the

three reference mteriak. CON is a 3 x 3 matrixthat contains the amount

(concentration of radionuclide x weight of reference x time) of each of the three

rediom_lides in each of the three reference standardL BKG is a 3 x I matrixof

background counts in each of the three ltOls. The program 6ruction tt_t reads

the numbers from the r,'.f¢;_nce file into these arrays,"Xmd Rer, is Io_ted in tlM;

file ANALYZE.C.

If the operator chooses to create a new reference fde, the program function

_ew,_Ref' is executed. New_Ref controls the reflecting and saving of _the

reference file. This function end its supporting functions are contained in the

NEWREF.C. The execution of this progrsm function p_ as follows:

- I. Gamma spectra must be collected from each of the three inputs for

bac_und. _ spectra are collected for a period ten times Imtger

than the sample spectra to minimize the error inherent in counting

random events such es radioactive decay. The following steF_ are

executed for each background spectrum collected:

a) When the operator choou_ to begin collecting a backgound

spectrum, program function "Setup_Ref is executed. This function

sets flags indicating that the background spectrum is being collected

and that the three spectra for the reference materials (l_dium,

potassium, thorium) for this input have not been collected.

i

b) When the spectrum has been col_ (50 minutes "live"time),

program function "Update_Data"is executed. This function sums

the counts in the three ROls and stores the sums in the BKG

. matrixfor that input. (These sums are divided by ten to match the

sample collection counts.) Update_Data also saves the background
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spectrum to the A: drive in an appropriatelynamed file. Spectrum

file naming conventions are discmsed in Appendix E. "

2. After the bac_und spectra for the inputs are collected, the spectra

for the refercnce standards (radium, potassium, thorium) may bc

collected in any order. These spectra are also collected for a period ten

times longer than sample spectra. The following steps are executed for

each spectrum:

a) Whcn the operator chooses to begin collecting a rcfcrcncc spec-

tram, programfunction "Setup Rcf' is executed. This function sets

a flag indicatingthat the particularreference spectrum is being

collected and accepts the weight of the reference material from the

user via the k_ard. Next the user enters the known concentra-

tion of each of the three radionuclides in the reference standards.

(The concentrations in our reference standards come up as defaults

in this function, so the operator can jmt press the Enter key.) The

concentration x reference matcr_alweight x count timc (sample

time, not reference time) is entered into the appropriate row of the

CON matrixfor that input.

b) The spectrum is collected for 50 minutes "live"time, after which

program function _t3p_te_Data" is executed. This function sums

the counts in the three ROb, divides the sums by ten to match the

sample collection counts, subtracts the background counts for the

three ROls, and stores the sums in the appropriate row of the REF

matrixfor that input Update. Data then saves the reference

spectrum to the A: drive in an appropriately nnmed fde.

3. At any time the operator may choose the "VieW'option from the new

reference menu to bring up the MCA screen and view the collection of

mis_'I M lr ,IM 11 i,,_ ,q,llrlf _ 11,_ ,ll _qlMlll' ' ' 'lil _r, , pl.... u ' Ill"l' Ip1]..... _' ' _ii_ q
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k,

a spectrum. The operator must take care not to alter the spectrum

from the MCA screen since this will invalidate the spectrum, requiring it
I

to be re-collected (and these are very long collection times).

4. After all backgroundand reference spectra have been collected, thus

loading the BKO, REF, and CON matrices with the proper values, the

program is ready to save the reference file. When the operator chooses

the "Save"option bom the new reference menu, program function

"Save_Ref' is executed. Save_Ref first checks to make sure ali required

spectra have.been collected, lt next executes program function

"Get..RfName", creating a unique name for the reference file (see

Appendix E for file-naming conventions). This ASCII text file is

opened in the reference directory, and the values in the REF, CON,

and BKG matrices are written to it. See Appendix D for the exact

format of this file. Finally, Save. Ref saves the name of this reference

. file in the ASCII text file called LATEST in the reference subdirectory

(see the section below called "Directories"for a description of the

" reference subdirectory). The reference file is now in memory, and

sample analysis may be performed.

3. INSTAIJ.,ATION PROCEDURES

3.1HARDWARE

Installation of the NaI(TI) detectors, preamplifiers, and amplifiers is outside

the scope of this memorandum. Installation of the unique parts of our system

(namely the DMR _ system) is disc_.
w
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3.n. DigiuaMulapu=mmr
I

Tlm DMR-IT TM model 108 must be mounted in a NIM bin. Tlm Dlvm_ has
q

internalswitches,setatthefactorytothemostcommon configuration,that

determinethenumberofchannelsallocatedtoeachoftheinputs.Our system

usesthedefaultsettings,but,ifnecessary,theleftsklepaneloftheDMRm may be

removed and the switches changed.

The PCA-IITM cardcanbeinstalledinanyavailableexpamlonslotinsidethe

computer.(Seethecomputermanualforimtructic_nson imtallinga computer

card).Ifavailable,theleftslotshouldbeusedforphysicalconvenience.

The PCA-IITM cardhasa setofI0switches,withswitchselectiomprintedon

thePCA TM cardforreference.The firstthreeswitchesselectthenumberofPCA-

HTM cards installed in the computer. The last seven switches select the port address

where the computer will access the PCA-HTM card. Ali switches are set at the

factory to the most commonly used configuration. The computer port address

used by the program is lE0 hex, which is also the default setting.

There are several jumper wires on the PCA.IITM card, one of which selects the

computer hardw&-einterrupt lines to be used for timing purposes. Normally the

IRQ3 line is used by the PCA-IIm card, which corresponds to the COM2 device,

If a mouse device is installed on the computer using the COM2 device, a conflict

occurs. In this case, the mouse should be installed on a different _vice;

otherwise, the interrupt jumper on the PCA-IIm Card and the program's interrupt
routines will need to be modifmd.

3.1 Mul C,nJ

The DMR-IIm timer card needs to be imtalled in a computer expansion slot

next to the PCA-IIm Card. The settings of the switches on the timer card must

match exactly the address settings of the PCA-IIm switches, lt should be noted
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that the programdoes not take advantage of the timing capabilities of the DMR-

" Un, timer card but uses instead the timing interrupts from the PCA-HTM card to

determine when to turn off the DMR TM inputs.

3.1.4ebmJwmAdj t

Once the DMRn, has been installed in the NIM bin, the cards installed in the

computer, and the computer caze closed, the system components may be

connected. The outputs from the TC240 amplifiers are connected via BNC cables

to the first three inputs on the front of the DMRn'. The n'bboncable from the

rear of.the DMRn, is connected to the rear panel of the DMR TM timer control

board in the computer. The signal output on the back of the DMR TM is connected

via BNC cable to the signal input on the back of the PCATMcard.

Of the three trim-pots on the rear of the PCATMcard, two must be disabled

when using the PCA_ card in conjunction with the DMR_ unit: the top one,

• called the upper level discriminator (ULD); and the middle one, called the lower

level discriminator (LLD). The ULD trim.pot should be adjusted 20 turns

• clockwise, and the LLD should be adjusted 20 turns counterclockwise.

The third trim-pot on the rear of the PCA_ card is called the zero intercept

(or zero crossover) and must be adjusted. In an MCA system, a linear relationship

must exist between pulse height (in volts) and the channel to which the pulse is

stored. For example, if a puke of 8 volts is stored in channel 500 and a puke of 4

volts is stored in channel 250, a puke of 0 volts should be stored at t;hannel0. In

reality, a pulse of zero volts is not a pulse at ali and, therefore, cannot be detected.

Even though this is the case, it is important that the linear relationship between

puke height and channel number match the zemth channel to zero volts.

Using a precision pulse generator (pulser) connected to an input on the front

of the DMRn, unit, the zero intercept can be determined and the trim-pot adjusted

accordingly. If 8 volt pulses are being stored in channel 500 and 4 volt pukes are

being stored in channel 200, it follows that a puke of zero volts would be stored in

. channel -100 (the zero intercept). In this case, the zero intercept should be raised

by turning the trim-potclockwise. Conversely, if 8 volt pulses are being stored in
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channel 500 and 4 volt pulses are being stored in channel 300, it follows that zero

volt pulses would be stored in channel I00 (the zero intercept). In this case, the

zero intercept should be lowered by turning the trim-pot counterclockwise.

SOARB

The following paragraphsdescribe the procaxiuresnecessary to install the

program and supporting flies on the fixed hard disk drive of the personal

computer.

To keep them together for easier access and maintenance, the program and

supporting flies should be placed in a file subdirectory. Although the name of the

directory is not important to the operation of the program, a suggested name is

SOIL. lt would appear as C:_SOIL(where C: is the hard disk drive name). This

subdirectory is called the program directory henceforth.

Another subdirectory must be placed within the program subdirectory to

contain the reference flies. The name of this subdirectoryJ! important. It must be

named REFER. lt appears as C:_SOIL_[_EFER(where C:_SOILis the program

subdirectory already established). This subdirectory is called the reference

directory.

The program (named SOILEXE) must be copied into the program directory.

A supporting file, EGAVGA.BGI, must also be copied into the program directory.

This contains a run-time libraryfrom Borland International, Inc., distributor of the

C language compiler used to develop the SOILEXE program. The file extension

BGI stands for Borland Graphics Interface; the librarycontains graphic routines

needed to display the MCA screen.
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The two data files, TEMPDB.DAT and TEMPDB.BAD, that contain the

" analysis results are placed into the program directory by the SOIL'EXE program

when needed. The operator does not need to create them.

The next file that needs to be placed in the program directory is LATEST

(no file extension), lt is an ASCH text file that contains three letters mea in

naming the spectra files. Once this file is created, the SOIL.EXE program will

maintain it. It may be created with a text editor or a word processor that can save

files as ASCII text. To do so, create a file that contains AAA, with no leading,

trailing, or intervening spaces. To create the file without the use of a text

editor or word processor, type the following at the DOS prompt:

COPY CON LATEST <Return>

AAA <Ctrl-Z> <Return>

where <Ctd-Z> is accompfished by holding down the control key and pressing Z.

The following message should appear:

1 File(s) copied

To verifythat the LATEST file has been properly created, type the following

command at the DOS prompt:

TYPE LATEST<Enter>

The following should appear:

AAA

If not, start the process again from COPY CON LATP_T.
m

The last file that needs to be put into the program directory is ERFILE (no

file ' '. ex,,_,'nslon), Also an ASCII text file, it can be created by the same methods

used to create LATEST. This file is used to calculate the error estimation for the
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analysisresults. The formatof this file is detailedin AppendixD.

None of the flies in the referencedirectoryneeds to be created by the

operator. The SOILEXE programmaintainsthe LATESTfile and createsthe
reference flies foundthere.
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ACRONYMS AND INITIA_MS

ADC Analog to digital converter

DMRm Digital Multiplexer Router

EGA enhanced graphics adapter

LLD lower level discriminator

MCA multichannel analyzer

MCS multichannel scaling

NaI(TI) thalliumdoped sodium iodide

ORNL-PAG Oak Ridge National Laboratory Pollutant Assessments Group

PCATM Personal Computer Analyzer
N

PHA pulse height analysis

ROI region of interest

ULD upper level discriminator

VGA virtual graphics array
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PROGRAMSOURCE CODE
&

The first pageis an indexof ali the userdefinedfunctionsin the program. The
sourcecode file name is listed for each function.

Next are listedali the C languageheaderflies, These havea .H extensionand are

listed in alphabeticorder.

Next are listedali the C languageand assemblylanguagesourcecode flies. These

have .C and .ASMextensionsand are listed in alphabeticorder.

Ali C languageprogramsbeginbyexecutingthe functioncalled"main". Program

- executioncan be tracedfromfunctionto functionfromthat Ix,int.

m
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Index of all user-deflned funotlons in sell a_,_,;_im program.

Function Name File Name Function Name File Name

Aoqulro.Off .... ,.,,.PCA ,C Matrlx_AdJ,,,,,..,,,MATRIX _C
Aoqulre On...,.,.,,,PCA ,C Matrix Cef,..,, ..... MATRIX .C
Analyze. .... ,.,,,,,.ANALYZE ,C Matrlx_Dot,,,.,,,.,.MATRIX ,C
Blank.,.,,., ........ VIEWSP_C,C Matrlx_Inv.,,,..,.,.MATRIX .C
Cal. Cone. ...... .._,ANALYZE .C Matrix Mul ...... ,...MATRIX .C

- iCal, DMR .... ,,,..,,.PCA ,C Matt x_Soal ......... MATRIX .C
Calibrate .... ..,.,,,CALIB .C Matrlx_Trans.,., ....MATRIX .C
ChArrD£ff,.,,. .... ,.PCA ,C Menu,...,...,., .....MENU .C

Clear Spoo Box....,.VIBWSPBC.C maln,.....,.,,......MAIN .C
Clr_Input, ....... ,,.SOILASM ,ASM New_Ref... ..... .....NEWI_F .C
Clr ROI, .......... ,.VIEWSPIC.C Old Hef ............. ANALYZZ .C

- PCA-Int rrupt offCursor ..... ,..,...,,GZTSTR .C • ..,PCA .C

Draw Aoqulro,...,..,VIRWSPRC.C PCA Interrupt On .... PCA .C
Draw Channol.....,,.VIIWSP_C.C PCAOut,,.. ....... ...PCA .C

' VIRWSP2CDraw Counts ......... VIBWSP_C.C Prn_Spmo_LJ ..... ,..... C
Draw Cur ROI,,..,,..VI2WSPRC,C Prn_Speo_TI. ........ VIRWSP_C.C

- - Read Inp 5OILASMDraw Cursor ......... VIBWSPIC.C _ ut ........... ASM
Draw FNamo.., ...... ,VIEWSPWC.C Rof_ROIs ...... ,.,,..N_WREF .C

- Sample ANALYZB CDraw HScale,. ....... VIEWSPZC.C ...............
Draw MCA Screen .....VIEWSP_C.C Save Rof ......... ,..N_WREF ,C
Draw Menu Box.......M_NU ,C SotCursor. .......... GETSTR .C

- pRDraw Plot Mode., ....VIBWSPEC.C Sotu _ of. ......... .NEWR_F .C
- - pSDraw ROI Beg ........ VIEWSPEC.C Setu _ amp.., ....... ANALYZE .C

Draw ROI End ........ VImWSPEC.C Show_DskErr., ....... NEWR_F .C

Draw ROI Sum ........ VIEWSP_CoC Show Err ............ ANALYZE .C
- Sign_f ANALYZE CDIaw epec ........... VIEWSPEC. C ...............

Draw Time ........... VIEWSPEC.C Smooth .............. CALIB .C
- SpLoad PCA C "Draw Va.ale ......... VIEWSPEC.C ...............
- SpSave PCAFill LogTable ....... VIRWSPSC.C ............... C

Got LJ Plot ......... VI_WSPRC.C Start_PCA,,., ....... PCA .C
- - Step PCAGet Plot Y.... ...... SOILASM .ASM _ ......... ...PCA .C "
- - SubMatrlx MATRIXGet RfNam® .......... N_WREF .C ............ C
- GETSTR Toggle PCA 3 PCAGetEStr..., .......... C _ _ ......... C

GetKey If Ready .... ,MENU .C UnLight ............. MENU .C
GetVldeoType ........ GETSTR .C Update Data ......... NEWREF .C
Handler......,......PCA ,C Update_Samp ......... ANALYZE .C

HighLight MENU C Val_d Clr PCA C.o..oe..eoe • ..oeee....e "

Inlt Plot ........... VIEWSPEC.C Valid Road .......... PCA .C
- Valid itInlt ROI..., ........ VIEWSPEC.C _,Wr e ......... PCA .C
- View od VIEWSAVDLJ Line ............. VIEWSPBC.C _SaY ........... C

- Vi w Spe VIEWSPECLoad Ref°... ........ ANALYZE .C • otrum ........ C
- Write nput SOILASM ASMMa£n Menu ........... MAINMENU.C _I ..........

Make Prn Num ........ VIEWSPEC.C
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DERIVATION OF THE THREE-ROI METHOD FOR ESTIMATING

•' CONCENTRATION OF Z_Ra

First implemented by Doane and others of Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(1984), the three-ROI method of estimating the concentration of _Ka Jn soil

samples uses gamma spectra of _, _Ka, and _h (KRT). Arthur S. Rood of

ORNL later modified the software, creating a program called KRTCOM to run on

an IBMe personal computer, The following explanation h based on an

unpublished paper documenting the three-ROI method (Rood 1986), and no

credit is claimed for the author of this memorandum.

The three.ROI method is based on the principle that a linear relationship

exists between the amount of a radionuclide in a sample and the number of counts

from the sample observed in a gamma detection system. Amount is here defined

as the concentration of the radionuclide in the sample, e_r_ as units per

. weight, multiplied by the weight of the sample multiplied by the observed counting

time. The relationship between the observed counts and the amount of the

" radionuclide can be expressed as:

N-AC

where

N is the number of observed counts in a region of interest in the gamma

spectrum,

A is a propoI_ionality constant (dictated by the relationship), and

C is the amount of the radionuclide in the sample.

For this relationship to hold true, the following assumptions about the sample

detection system are n_ary:

_ 1) Ali samples have the same geometry (size and shape), and

2) Ali samples are observed at the same distance from the detector.
,,J
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Usingtheobservedcountsfroma known amountoftheradionuclide,the

proportionalityconstantcanbecalculated: "

A ,NC't

where

R' is the number of observed counts in a region of interest in the gamma

spectrum,
l

A is the propoz_ionalityconstant, and

C a istheinverseoftheknownamountoftheradionuclide.

l

Once theproportionalityconstantisknown fora countingsystem,an

unknownamountoftheradionuclidecanbe,calculatedby:

C=NA -i

where

C is the amount of the radionuclide in the sample,

N is the number of observed counts in a region of interest in the gamma

spectrum,and

A ''Iistheinverse,oftheproportionalityconstant.

The relationship holds true for a sample material that contains only one

radionuclide. When a sample material contains several radionuclides, it is possible

. that each of the radionuclides will contribute counts to the region of interest. To

account for several radionuclides, the relationship between observed counts and

concentrations can be expressed as:

Iq'AICI+A2C2+A3C3+,..+A,Cm

where

N is the number of observed counts in a region of interest in the gamma
-.t

spectrum,

Cx istheamountoftheradionuclidepresentinthesample,and

A_ istheproportionalityconstantcorrespondingtotheradionuclide.
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For the KRT method, three different ROb are obsm_ Each ROI is

" chosen to contain a characteristic peak in the gzmnna spectrum for one of the

radionucfides. The gamma energy spectrum is di_e_l into 512 channels
, _,

• (numbered 0 to 511), with each channel reprcu:nting i5KeV in the energy

spectrum. The ROI chosen for 2_SRa(referred to as RoIs)is channels 273

_hrough412 (1638 to 2472 KEV). The ROI for *eK(rel_'er_dto as ROI2) is

channels 226 through 259 (1356 to 1554 KEV). The ROI for _ (referred to as

ROIs) is channels 426 through 511 (2556 to 3066 KeV)._

For the KRT method, three different refei_nce ma!;erialsare used to establish

the proportionality constants between the counl_sand the emounts of the

radionuclide. Each of the three reference materials is cOn_posedmainly of one of

the radionuclides used. Reference material one is composed mainly of radium,

reference material two is composed mainly of pota_ium, lind reference material

three is composed mainly of thorium. (lt shoukllbe noted that traces of the otheri

two radionuclides are present in ali three of the reference materials.) The

concentrations of the three radionuclides in each of the:three reference materials

are known, as are the weights of the reference materials.

- Be_e counts from three radionuclides are obsei_cedin three regions of

interest from three reference materials, the relationship between counts and

amounts of the radionuclides can best be desgribed in i.ermsof matrices:

tel-pro,con-I ,,

where

ref_l ref_ r_31 "conll cen u ,¢oj_Is]
re/= ref2srefTaref2s,con = con2t¢on_ c_n2s[,

ref,ref,2ref con conj

and

pro is a three by three matrixrepresenting the WOl_3rtionalityconstants,

refaI = Counts in ROII from reference 1 (radi_az),
-- _ .... ,. :-- T_f%T _"..... lt"...... ,J I-._l'.,.--'_

- u_I2/ -- _.A_taut_ llJt .p_xJl 2 uutu it_l._l_la_ t _tOUS_LUl_,

, _ i*1_,, _,,,t;i,, i'111,_q,_ , ,irl,,, i, i1,1,11?l"_',ql,II I?"l,' ",1,1 = _'_¢3i,"_lll"r_-l('_l'_'o_'_f-,,':i ,r,';"i',lll']i ' i,:_i':_ li_"_"_ _
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mfja - Counts in ROI3 from reference 1 (radium),
b

_fa2 = Counts in ROll from reference 2 (potassium),

_fa2 = Counts in ROI2 from reference 2 (potassium),
i

sefn = Counts in ROI3 from reference 2 (potassium),

tefij = Counts in ROII from reference 3 (thorium),

szfa_ = Counts in 11012 from reference 3 (thorium),

mf_ = Counts in ROI3 from reference 3 (thorium),

(Net counts, background removed)

can u = Concentration of radiumin reference I x weight of reference

1 × time,

conzw= Concentration of potassium in reference 1 × weight of reference

1 x time,

ctmja = Concentration of thorium in reference 1 × weight of reference

1 x time,

con_2 = Concentration of radiumin reference 2 x weight of reference

2 × time,

c.ona2= Concentration of potassium in reference 2 x weight of reference

2 × time,

con= = Concentration of thorium in reference 2 x weight of reference

2 x time,

cona_ - Concentration of radium in reference 3 x weight of reference

3 x time,

cona_ = Concentration of potassium in reference 3 x weight of reference

3 × time,_

con_ = Concentration of thorium in reference 3 x weight of reference

= 3 × time.

- The matrixpro can be determined by:

pro-_ef,con-1

: where con"ais the inverse of matrixcon.

Now that the proportionality constant matrix has been determined, the

=_

=:
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amounts of the radionuclides can be determined from counts in the ROIs of a

gamma energy spectrum obtained from a sample using the formula:

• result-pro -l,_mp

where

r_dt3J '_P3I

and

pro "a is the inverse of matrixpro,

= mm/t l = Concentration of radium in sample x weight of sample x time,

nmds2 ffi Concentration of potassium in sample x weight of sample x time,

w..m/tj = Concentration of thorium in sample x weight of sample x time,

. samp_ = Counts in ROI_ of sample,

samp2 = Counts in ROI2 of sample, and

samps = Counts in ROI_ of sample.

= To determinetheconcentrationsofeachoftheradionuclidesinthesample,

eachmm/t=mustbedividedbysampleweightandtime.

b.

=

_-.

7
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_RrrHMIC DEFINITIONS OF MATRIX OPERATIONS

The following are algorithmic definitions of matrixoperations. These

definitions are the basis for the computer algorithmsused to manipulate matrices

in the gamma analysis program.

Matrix Addition:

The sum of matrices (CfA +B) may be found by adding the individual

elements of two matrices. In general:

where ,4 and B arc matrices of identical size.

Matrix Products:

The product of two matrices (CRAB) may be found by summing the products

of each element in the row of the first matr_ and each element in the column of

- the second matrix. In general:

B

k.l

where A is a matrixwith n columns and B is a matrix with n rows.

Scalar Multiples:

A matrixmay be scaled (BfficA) by multiplying each of its elements by a

scalar. In general:
= ,d

_ Bu=c*A¢
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where

A and B are matrices and c is a scalar.

" Matrix Transpose:

The transpose of a matrix(B=A_ can be found by replacing the row entries

of a matrix by its column entries. In general:

where A is a matrix of size m,n and B is a matrixof size n,m.

Inven;e Matrix:

The inverse of a matrix(BffiA"l)can be found by scaling the adjoint of the

matrixwith the reciprocalof the determinant of the matrix. In general:

where dcta is the determinant of matrixA and ad_A is the adjoint of matrixA.

Adjoint of a Matrix:

The adjoint of a matrix (B=adjA) can be found by replacing each element by

its cofactor and then transposing the matrix (Boas 1983). In general:

B#-cofA_

where A is a square matrix and cofA_ is the cofactor of the element in the jt,_ row

and the ith column of matrixA (Shields 1981). The cofactor in general is:

- co/A.(-1)"JdetS

where $ is the submatrix found by deleting the/rh row and the jth colunm from

matrixA (Boas 1983).
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I_mrminate of a Matrix:.
L

The determinate of a matrix is a number, and can be found by the recursive

definition:

m

|=I

whereA isa square ^'matrixofsizen andSaisthesubmatrixfoundbydeletingthe

/th row and the 1##column of A (Shields 1981). The determinant of a matrixof

size 1 is the element itself.
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CONTENT D_'IONS OF FILES USED
,d

Each spectrum file contains the information for a single gamma energy

spectrum. This information is stored in the format specified by Nucleus, Inc.,

manufacturer of the PCAm and DMRm hardware. The header file containing the

C language description of a spectrum file i_ :_lVIR.H(Appendix A). A semantic

description of a spectrum file is:

File Header:

Consists of 512 bytes of data describing various attributes of the spectrum.

Ali these attributes are define in the structure called DMRHEADER.

The program specifications of this function are in the source code file

, called PCA.C (see Appendix A). The "SpSave" function sets ali header

variables to zero except for the following:
as

ltimeflag Live Time Flag is set to -1 to indicate that the spectrum

was collected in live time mode.

convergain Conversion Gain is set to 4 to indicate a conversion gain

of 512 channels.

group Group Number is set to 8.

phamode PHA Mode Flag is set to -1 to indicate that the

spectrum was collected in pulse height analysis mode.

numchanspm Number of Channels per Spectrum is set to 512.

majvers Major Version number is set to 2 to indicate spectrum is

compatible with DMRm software Version 2.

minvers Minor Version number is set to 10 to indicate spectrum

is compatible with DMRvMsoftware Version 2.10.

endheader End Header is set to 210 to indicate spectrum ism

compatible with DMR m software Version 2.10.
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idcodestr ID Code String is set to the spectrum file name

(without the drive specification).

pca_date PCATM Date is set to the date the spectrum file is saved.
o

Format: MMM DD YYYY.

pca_tlme PCATM Time ts set to the time the spectrum file is saved.

Format: HH:MM:SS xm.

Count Data:

There are 512 channel counts, consisting of four bytes each (a long

integer, in C terminology), The most significant byte of each channel

count is used as a flag to indicate ROb. The least three significant

bytes of each channel count contains the count data: a number from

0 to 16,777,215. The 4 bytes are arranged in the file as follows:

Byte 0: least significant byte of count data

Byte 1: middle byte of count data

Byte 2: most significant byte of count data

Byte 3: ROI byte: (0 for no ROI, 1 for ROI #1, etc.)

File Footer:

PCAm-compatible spectra flies may contain footer data that describes

start and stop dates for spectra flies that contain multiple spectra. The

spectra flies that the SpSave function writes do not contain any footer

data.

The total length of the spectra files written by the SpSave function is 2560

bytes. This consists of 512 bytes for the header, and 2048 bytes for the count (and

ROI) data (512 × 4).

it

Referenve lrde

The reference file contains the contents of 3 matrices used in the i

concentration estimation algorithm. The first matrix (called ttf in the pr(,gram)
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contains the net counts (background removed) in the ROb from the reference

" standards. The second matrix (called con in the program) holds the known

amounts of the reference radionuclides in the reference standards. The amount is

• the concentration of the radionuclide multiplied by the weight of the reference

material multiplied by the observed counting time. Tile third matrix(called b/_ in

the program) contains the background counts in each of the ROb. These matrices

can be described as follows:

're& 'e43]
re/,, re& re,=re'.],

I

where

te]_1 = Counts in ROII from reference 1 (radium),

refzr = Counts in ROI2 from reference 1 (radium),

_'_1 - ?.ounts in ROI3 from reference 1 (radium),

t_rla = Counts in ROIt from reference 2 (potassium),

• refzz = Counts in ROI 2 from reference 2 (potassium),

n,y'n - Counts in ROI3 from reference 2 (potassium),

te/lJ - Counts in ROIt from reference 3 (thorium),

refz1 = Counts in ROI2 from reference 3 (thorium),

t_"n = Counts in ROI3 from reference 3 (thorium).

(net counts, background removed)

Contl conu conx3]

con = con21 ¢0_2 c0n23I,
con3tconn con33j

a

where

conn = C_ncentration of radiumin reference 1 x weight of reference
m

- 1 x time,
_
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conzr ffiConcentration of potassium in reference I x weight of reference

1 x time,

conjn = Concentration of thorium in reference 1 x weight of reference

1 x time,

conl_ ffiConcentration of radium in reference 2 x weight of reference

2 x time,

con_ = Concentration of potassium in reference 2 × weight of reference

2 x time,

corjn = Concentration of thor|urn in reference 2 x weight of reference

2 × time,

conlj ffi Concentration of radium in reference 3 x weight of reference

3 x time,

canv ,= Concentration of potassium in reference 3 × weight of reference

3 x time,

conn = Concentration of thorium in reference 3 x weight of reference

3 x time.

b t]

bks,J

where

b/_a ffiBackground counts in ROIt,

bkgz = Background counts in ROI2,

b/_ = Background counts in ROI3.

Matri'ee_rvf, con, and bkg are actually arrays of 3 matrices, one from each of

the. detector inputs. In total there are 63 numbers. The reference file is an ASCII

texi file that contains one number per line arranged in the following order:

refu (Input Number One)
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refa_

" gef_

_fJl

r_l (InputNumber"1_o)
e

e

refn

reflI (InputNumber_lree)

I

con. (InputNumberOne)

COtgla

C_gll$

COtZ_I

conaa

c_otl_

c.onj I

coil n

c.otJ_

con. (InputNumberTwo)
g

COn_

' ' irl
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conn (Input Number Three)

l

Q

bkgt (Input Number One)

bkgt (Input Number Two)

b/q¢1 (Input Number Three)

q

ERFTI_

This table stores data for the determination of the error of concentration

estimates, based on empirically derived amounts of error. The information is

stored in this table, rather than in the program itself, to facilitate easy modification

when new error amounts are deemed necessary.

Six columm of information are stored in this file: Type, Pig, Analyte, Low

Concentration, High Concentration, and Error. The colunms of information are

: separated by spaces. The Type column contains a C or P: constant error or

proportional error. The Pig column contains 0, 1, or 2, corresponding to the

detector from which the spectra are collected. "llae Analyte column contains 0, 1,

or 2, corresponding to the analyte compound: radium, potassium, thorium. The

Low and High concentration columns contain numbers from 0 to 9e+9, corre-

sponding to the inclusive range of concentrations to be used with this error

amount. The Error column contains a number. If the Type column contains P,
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this column entry will be treated as a fraction (0.050 ,_J_ be +/- 5%). If the Type

" column contains C, this column entry will be treated alsa constant number (0.050

will be +/- .050 pCi/g).

" The following table is the way ERFfl_ is ,_urrenflyset up for our system. It

produces a 7% error estimate for ali analytes for aUpigs. lt sex a minimum error

estimate of 0.3 pCi/g for radiumand thorium anl_ a miP_mumerror estimate of

0.5 pCi/g for potassium. The reason the crmu_er poiuts of 4.29 and 7.14 were

chosen is that they are the concentration levels Where 7% produces the minimum

error for those analytes. In other words, 7% of 4.29 is,0.3 and 7% of 7.14 is 0.5.

We want to trap all concentrations below those levels and force them to the

constant error estimation.

C 0 0 0.0 4.29 0.300

P 0 0 4.29 9e+9 0.070

C 0 1 0.07.14 0.500

P 0 1 7.14 9e+9 0.070

C 0 2 0.0 4.29 0.300

- P 0 2 4.29 9e+9 0.070

C 1 0 0.0 4.29 0300

P 1 0 4.29 9e+9 0.070

C 1 1 0.0 7.14 0.500

P 1 1 7.1,t 9e+9 0.070

C 1 2 0.0 4.29 0.300

= P 1 2 4,29 9e+9 0.070

= C 2 0 0.0 4.29 0.300

: P 2 0 4/,,9 9e+9 0.070

C 2 1 0.0 7.14 0.500

P 2 1 7.14 9e+9 0.070

C 2 2 0.0 4.29 0.300

P 2 2 4.29 9e+9 0.070

,' , r ,+1 ,,, . ,..... m.tq1_rl , _, .++ ,_++ ,, ,r.tpl¢ '-¢ , ill_,',l_c .... +.q+ ;,p+ _Lrr ..... _ (IFP+̀+
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Found in the program subdirectory, this file contains the file extension for

the next spectrum file that will be written. It is an ASCII text file and contains

three upper case letters. The three letters must occur at the beginning of the file

(no carriage returns, line feeds, embedded spaces, or any other extra characters).

r The three letters must occur consecutively: no spaces between them. Spaces,

carriage returns, line feeds, or other characters after the three characters do not

affect the operation of the program.

REFER_,ATEST

This LATEST file is located in the reference subdirectory and contains the

full pathname from the program subdirectoryto the latest reference file. The

format is: REF'ER_XXXXXI_rLXXX where REFER\ is the reference subdirectory

name and XXXXXXX.XXX is the name of the reference file. The format of the

reference file name is described in Appendix E.
r,

TEMPDB.DAT and TRMPDB.BAD

These files are BASiC-compatible ASCII text files located in the program

subdirectory. The two files are identical in format. The program itself creates and

fills these table with analysisresults. Each sample analysis is placed on a single

line of this file. The operator chooses which of these two files will receive the

results of the analysis. There are 14 string type fields on each line of the file.

Since this is a BASIC compatible file, each of the fields is enclosed in double

quotes and separaW_iby commas. The fourteen fields in order are:

Reference Name: The name of the reference file used for the analysis.
#

Sample Number: The sample number entered by the operator at the time
J,
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Spectrum Name: The name of the spectrum file for this sample.

Sample Weight: The sample weight entered by the operator at the time

• the sample spectrum was collected.

Sample Days: The number of days the sample has been in the

container. Entered by operator at the time the sample

spectrum was collected.

Radium Cone: The estimated concentration of Z_Ra in the sample

(followed by an asterisk if the concentration is below

the minimumdetectable activity level).

Radium Error: The estimated error of the concentration estimate of

2_Ra .

Potassium Conc: The estimated concentration of _K in the sample

. (followed by an asterisk if the concentration is below

the minimum detectable activity level).

Potassium Error: The estimated error of the concentration estimate of

Thorium Cone: The estimated concentration of z;_h in the sample

(followed by an asterisk if the concentration is below

the minimum detectable activity level).

Thorium Error: The estimated error of the concentration estimate of

Time: The time ofday that the sample spectrum was analyzed.
,s

.Ii
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Date: The date that the sample spectrum was analyzed.

Barrel Number: The barrel number where the soil sample will be stored.

This was entered by the operator when the sample

spectrum was collected.
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FILE-NAM_G CONVI_rlIONS

/

, , //ii

A reference file name has the following format:

YYMMDDX.R

where

YY are two digits representing the current year (92 for 1992).

MM are two digits representing the current month (01 for January, 02 for

February, etc.).

DD are two digits representing the current day of the month (01 for the

• tirst day).

X is a letter (A....Z) that makes this reference file name unique. If the

- first reference file of the day is named 920301A.REF, the second

reference file of the day would be named 920301B.REF.

.REF is a constant file extension for ali reference flies.

Reference spectrafilenames:

A background spectrum file that was saved while making a reference file has the

following format:
t

RRRRRRRLBK i

where

RRRRRRR are the first seven characters of the associated reference file

naln_.

I is the input number from which this spectrum was collected.

.BK is a constant file extension for background spectra flies
w

collected for references.
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A spectrum file that was saved while making a reference file has the following

format:

RRRRRRRI.RFX

where

RRRRRRR are the first seven characters of the associated reference file

name.

I is the input number from which this spectrum was collected.

.RF is a constant part of the file extension for spectra flies

collected for references.

X is a the reference material source (0 ffi radium, 1 = potassium,

2 - thorium).
+

Spectra file names:

A spectrum file that was saved while analyzing a sample has the following format:

lt

+ RRRRRRRI._

where +

RRRRRRR are the first seven characters of the associated reference file

name.

I is the input number from which th;s spectrum was collected.

XXX is a set of three letters that uniquely identifies this spectrum.

These three letters provide 17,576 unique combinations. Each

new spectrum file steps through the sequence of letter

combinations. The sequence is AAA, AAB, ... AAZ, ABA,

ABB, ... ABZ, ... AZZ, BAh_ BAB, ... ZZZ. When ZZZ is

reached the sequence starts again at AAA, but since a new

reference file should be in use by this time, the entire

spectrum file name is still unique.
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SAMPLE ANALYSIS, CALIBRATION, AND

QUALITY CONTI_OL PROCED_
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G.1 SAMPLE ANALYSIS PROCRDURI_

)l

" G.I.1 PURPOSE

This procedure outlln_ the steps necessary for the system operator to

analyze a soil sample (or multiplesoil samples). The purpose of sample analysisis
to determine the concentrations of _Ra _I_ and _rh in a soil sample.

G.1.2 MA_ _ED

The most important item is the sample itself. The sample must have been

prepared to meet granularityand homogeneous specifications (which are outside

the context of this memorandum). The sample must be in a container of the same

shape and size as those used in the reference calibration. The weight of the

, sample m_Lstbe known. For consistent results, ali samples should be filled to the

same level in the container. This is important because the number of radioactive

• counts recorded by the detector is in direct proportion to how close the radioactive

source is to the detector. A sample container half-filled would have its material

proportionally closer to the detector than a sample container completely filled. A

half-filled container would have more counts in proportion to its weight and would,

therefore, result in a higher radionuclide concentration estimation.

A floppy disk for recording sample gamma spectra is needed in the A: drive.

Another formatted disk should be kept on hand so that, if the disk should become

full during analysis, the new disk can be placed into the drive without exiting the

analysis program to format another.

G.13 PROCEDURE DESCRIFHON

1) Turn on the computer and printer. If using a TI-855 printer, set it to

print at 12 characters per inch; otherw_e, printing of results will wrap
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around to two lines instead of one. If the computer is using a shared

printer on a local area network, make sure the computer is properly

spooled to that printer.

2) Make sure the amplifiers and DMR_ unit are turned oil and up to

operating temperature. Changes in temperature affect the operation

of the amplifiers, creating changes in energy calibration.

3) Perform an energy calibration, described below, to ensure that gamma

analysis system is acquiring gammaenergies into the proper channels,

4) Execute the program by changing to the programdirectory (e.g.,

C:_NSOIL) and typing SOIL <Enter>.

5) At the MaiI_Menu choose the "Analyze"option.

6) From the Analysis Menu choose the "Load Reference" option.

7) From the Load Reference Menu choose either the "Use Most Recent"

or the "Type In Ref Name" option. (3eneraUy, the most recent

reference is tile one to use. If the most recent one is not used, a

prompt is given to type in the name of reference file (file name only,

not the full path name). This reference file must be located in the

reference subdirectory.

8) If found and properly loaded, the name of the reference is displayed at

the bottom of the screen. Choose "Quit"from the Load Reference

Menu to return to the Analysis Menu.

9) Choose "AnalyzeSample" from the Analysis Menu.

10) At this point, column headings are output to printer. If the program

appears to lock up, check the printer for power and that it is on.line

and has paper.

11) The Analyze Sample Menu has three columm of choices, one column

for each input. The "View" option brings up the MCA s_reen for that

input. The "Start"option triggerscount collection for that input for a

sample. The 'Analyze" option determines the concentration of the

radionuclides in a spectrum.

12) Pl_ce the sample into one of the pigs.
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13) Choose the "Start"option for the input corresponding to the sample,

" Input the tbllow|ng at the prompt: a) tile weight of the sample, b) the

number of days the sample has be.en in the container, c) the sample

) number (to uniquely identify each sample), and d) the barrel number

(to identify the storage location of the sample once analysis in

complete_l), The program then begins to acquire counts for the

sample spectrum. A plus sign (+) appears in the menu on each side

of the word "Start"to indicate that counts are being acquired for the

input. When 300 live ae.c,onds have ©lapsed,counting stops for the

input, and an asterisk (*) replaces the plus sign on the menu to

indicate that the sample may now be analyzed.

14) Choose the "Analyze' option. The concentration estimates for each of

the thr_ analytes (radium, potassium, and thorium) are displayed on

the screen along with the error estimate and the minimum detectable

activity flag for each.

. 15) The operator next chooses whether or not to save the analysis results,

16) If "Yes",the operator is asked which data base to use:

. TEMPDB,DAT for a "good"analysis or TEMPDB.BAD for an

inadequate analysis.

17) The results are then printed.

18) The gamma spectrum is written to a spectrum file on the A: drive, If
=.

an error occurs, it is probably due to a full disk. When this happens,

insert an empty formatted disk into the A: drive and choose "Analyze"

again.

: 19) The analysis results are now written to the file chosen by the operator

(TEMPDB.DAT or TEMPDB.BAD), These are holding flies for the

results. The results will be uploaded from these flies to a database,

" normally once per day.

-_ 20) Finally, the name of the spectrum file is displayed on the screen until

the operator presses the Enter key to return to the ANALYZE

SAMPLE MENU.
,11
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21) Steps 12 through 20 are repeated for each additional sample. Ali

three of the inputs may be used concurrently to analyze samples.

4

G.2 CALIBRATION PROCEDURF__

G.2.1 QUARTI_U_Y _

G2.U Purpose

In an MCA system, there must exist a linear relationship between a pulse

height (in volts) and the channel in which the pulse is stored. For example, ff a

pulse of 8 volts is stored, in channel 500 and a pulse of 4 volts is stored in

channel 250, then a pulse of 0 volts would be stored at channel 0. Periodically

(once every three months), the s_tem is checked to make sure this relationship is

linear. The process l_r setting the zero intercept (the channel for a pulse of

0 volts) is different and is described in the hardware installation section above.

G.2.1.2 Equipment Needed

A pulser is attached to :he input of the DMR-II m unit.

G.Z1.3 l_3cedure Ikscription

Execute the soil program by changing to the program subdirectory (e.g,,L

C:_SOIL) and typing SOIL <Enter>. From the Main Menu of the program,

choose the "Calibrate" option.

The following procedure must be repeated for each DMR m input:

1. Attach the pu!_er to the DMRm input.
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" 2. Choose the _View" option from the Calibration Menu for the

corresponding input. This will bring up the MCA screen.

" 3. Change the vertical scale to "Log Scale" by pressing the up arrow.

4. Make sure the Screen is in FILL mode by pressing F8 until the DOT

prompt appears.

5. Begin acquiring counts by pressing F1 until the STOP prompt appears.

6. Adjust the pulse output height on the pulser until the counts are

accumulating near the top of the spectrum (channel 500+).

7. Once the counts are accumulating near the top of the spectrum, clear

the spectrum by pressing the F2 key.

8. Begin stepping the pulse height down in equal steps, pausing at each

step to allow a recognizable spike to appear on the MCA screen.

Approximately ten steps should be adequate.

9. Once the bottom of the spectrum has been reached, press the F1 key

to stop acquiring counts.4

I0. Put the cursor on each of the spikes in the spectrum and record the

- channel number at that point.

II. Calculate the difference in channels between the spikes. This distance

should be constant (within a channel) all the way up the spectrum.

12. If the distance does not remain constant, i.e., grows steadily closer or

farther as it progresses up the spectrum, a problem exists somewhere

in the MCA hardware. In this unlikely event, an electronic specialist

should check out the system to determine the exact cause of the

problem.
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G.2.2 OUARTEKLY REFERENCE _RATION

The three-ROI sample analysis method (described in Appendix B) relies on

a l_nearrelationship between the number of counts in ROls in a gamma energy

spectrum and the amount of radionuclide(s) present in a sample. This linear

relationship (sometimes referred to as the counting efficiency) must be quantified

periodically by obtaining gammaspectra from known amounts of the radionuclides,

summing the counts in the ROIs, and storing the results in a reference file. The

process, also referred to in the context of this program as building a reference file,

is conducted for ali input since each input has a different counting efficiency. The

process much be performed each time there is a hardwarechange to the system

(any change other than a gain change on the amplifiers) or at least quarterly

following the linearitycheck.

G.Z2.2 Materials needed

An empty sample can (for backgroundcounts) and samples of 2_Ra, 4eK,and

Z;2Thare needed to perform this procedure. Referred to as reference standards,

these samples contain known concentrations of each of the three radionuclides.

The reference calibration procedure can be accelerated by using one container for

each input so that spectra can be obtained for ali inputs concurrently.

G.Z2.3 Procedure des_ption

1. Execute the soil programby changing to the program subdirectory and

typing SOIL <Enter>.

2. From the Main Menu choose the "Analyze"option.

3. From the Analysis Menu choose the "MakeNew Reference" option.

The New Reference Menu has three columns of options, one for each
r,
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input. The bottom row of choices, "Save","Quit", and "Reset', refers

- to the whole reference file.

4. Load a background container into each pig.

' 5. Choose the "Background"option for each input. A plus sign (+)

appears on the sid_ of the option on the menu to indicate that

background spectra are being collected. The "View" options may be

chosen at any time to see the background spectra. All reference

spectra accumulate for 3000 se,c_,a_t (50 minutes), ten times as long as

for sample spectra. The timer counts from minus 27_ to 300 seconds.

When the timer reaches 300 seconds, the spectrum has been collected,

and asterisks (*) appear in place of the plus signs to indicate

completion.

6. Follov_ng acquisition of background spectra, remove the background

containers from the pigs. Load the radium reference containers into

the pigs, noting the weights of the reference materials.

7. Choose the "Radium" option from the menu..t

8. Input the following at the prompt: a) the weight of the radium

- reference; b) the concentrations of each of the reference radionuclides

in the radium reference (pressing Enter will input the default

concentrations for our reference standards);and c) "Change', "Okay',

or "Cancel". If something was entered wrong, choose "Change"to

correct it. Choose "Cancel" to abort. If everything is correct, select

"Okay", and the reference spectrum is collected.

9. Repeat steps 6 through 8 for each input.

10. When ali spectra have been collected for the radium referenc_, repeat

the above steps for the potassium references and then for the thorium

reference_.

11. If at any point ali spectra need to be reacquired, choose the "Reset"

option from the New Reference Menu.

12. After ali spectra have been collected, choose the "Save"option from

the New Referenc_ Menu. The reference file is written to the
,,,

reference subdirectory and the name of the r_:ferencefile saved in the

r'
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. REFERXLATEST file. Choosing the "Use Most Recent" option from

the Load Reference Menu loads this reference file. The name of the

latest reference file is displayedat the bottom of the screen.

13. Choose the "Quit"option to go back to the Analysis Menu.

0,?,3 DAILY ENERGY CAUBRATION

The gamma analysis program relies on the fact that the MCA correlates a

specific gamma energy to a particular channel of count data. For example, gamma

rays emitted by lS_Cshave 661.64 KeV of energy; if the MCA is properly

cal_rated, at 6 KeV per channel, these gamma rays are counted in the 110rh

channel (numbered 109 on our system because the first channel is number 0). The

purpose of the daily energy calibration is to ensure that the MCA is placing

gamma ray counts in the proper channels. This is accomplished by using standard

radionuclidesthatemitgamma raysofa knownenergyand adjustingthegainon

thelinearamplifiersuntilthosegamma raysarebeingcountedintheproper

channels.Thisprocessshouldbeperformedatthestartofeachsampleanalysis

session.Itshouldalsobe performedwhentheoperationalcheck(described

below) fails.

{3.'2,3.2 Materiah needed

Samples of _sTCsand _K are needed to perform this calibration. One

sample per input, allowing simultaneous calibration, speeds up the process.

G.2.33 Pmoedum _ption

1. Execute the program by changing to the program subdirectory and

typing SOIL <Enter>°
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2. From the Main Menu choose the 'Calibrate' option. The Calibration

" Menu has three columns of options, one for each input.

3. Place a t37Cssample into each pig.

' 4. Choose the "Cesium' option for each input, initiating count collection.

This also sets an ROI for the cesium energy peak on the MCA screen

and places the cursor at channel 109, which should be the channel at

the top of the cesium energy peak.

5. Choose the %'jew"option to see the energy spectrum being collected.

Because the cesium energy peak grows rapidly, it is easiest to view on

the log vertical scale.

6. if the top of the peak is below (to the left of) channel 109, the

amplifier gain needs to be increased. If the top of the peak is above

(to the right of) channel 109, the amplifier gain nee.Asto be decreased.

7. Adjust the fine gain settiag on the corresponding TC-240 amplifier by

turning the knob counterclockwise to decrease and clockwise to

increase. Note that there is a locking mechanism that must be

released before turning the fine gain knob. This should be relocked

., after making adjustments.

8. Press the F2 key from the MCA screen to clear counts in the

spectrum, and watch the ener_, peak being formed following amplifier

gain adjustment.

9. Repeat steps 6 through 9 until the top of the energy peak is at

channel 109. If desired, change the horizontal scaling factor to stretch

out the energy spectrum for viewing the top of the peak more clearly.

10. Repeat steps 2 through 9 using the (_K sample. Choose the

"Potassium" option from the Calibration Menu to start the process.

The top of the potassium peak should be at channel 242.

11. Because the potassium energy pc_akis smaller (not sc ,nany counts

accumulate), it is easier to view on the 256, 512, or 1K vertical scale.
.)

The fact that fewer counts are accumulated coupled with the scattering

effect of the NaI(TI) detectors causes the peak to be more poorly
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defined than that of the cesium. Once a spectrum has finished

accumulating, choose "Smooth" option from the Calibration Menu to

minimize irregularities in the spectrum. The Smooth option removes the

randomness from the spectrum by averaging adjacent channels. Each time

the Smooth option is selected, the averaging process occurs again on the

already smoothed spectrum. The Smooth option should be used a

maximum of three times per spectrum to keep peaks from "creeping'.

G.3 QUALrrYCONTROLPROrDURES

To ensure that the sample analysissystem is operating properly (i.e.,

providing reliable results for the samples), it is necessary to perform continuing

operational checks and to cross-check our results with another laboratory.

8

G.3.1 OPERATIONAL CHECK ..

G.3.1.1 Purpme

The operational check is an ongoing process during the analysis session to

see if a known concentration of Z_Ra results in the correct concentration

estimation. The underlyingeffect of this process is to make sure that the energy

calibration is still correct, that the gain of the linear amplifiers has not changed.

G.3.L2 Materials Needed

Sampl,_sof Z_Ra in concentrations of 5 pCi/g and 15 pCi/g are needed for
l,

this procedure. Three samples of each help speed up the process by checking ali

inputs at the same time.

i, _,,, _lPI' _1, fir
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G,3,13 Procedure _pfion

I. At the beginning of each analysis session, the three samples of S pCi/g

• Z_Ra are analyzed as samples (one in each input). If the

concentration estimates from the analysis do not match the known

concentration of the material, recheck the energy calibration. If the

energy calibration is correct, the anomaly can be attributed to the

random nature of the radioactive decay process. If the readings

continue to be wrong and the energy calibration is correct, the

problem lies with the counting hardware, with gamma radiation

contamination from other sources, or with the sample standard itself.

If the sample standard container is not completely filled, a higher

concentration estimate may result.

2. Repeat step 1 for the 15 pCi/g _Ra.

3. After seven samples have been analyzed in each input during the

• analysis session, analyze the 15 pCi/g Z_Ra standard, and follow the

procedure outlined ill step 1. These quality control samples may be

. analyzed more or less frequently at the operator's discretion.

G.3.2 CROSS CHHCK WITH INDEPENDENT LABORATORY

To further verify that analysis results are correct, samples are sent monthly

to a another laboratory for analysis. Three samples are chosen from each analysis

session, one for each of the three inputs. The results from the independent

laboratory are compared to the results from our analysis. Statistical methods are

used to evaluate the comparisons.
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